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 The game includes a number of features that reward a player's participation, such as rankings, win–lose records, record lists, achievements, and an overall ranking. The ultimate goal is to become the best in the world. Unlike other football games, PES 2017 features over 40 different national and international teams, in addition to more than 600 official clubs. The game also has several new features
including "Peak Legends", which is an all-star team with over 60 international legends and more than 1000 top players. Realistic physics PES 2017 introduces new features and improvements to the game's physics engine, such as a refined Player Vision System (PVS), which provides more detailed information on a player's movement, ball speed, acceleration and power in both offence and defence. It
also features a new "Touches" feature, allowing the player to choose exactly which parts of their body to apply force to. Advanced weather conditions PES 2017 contains detailed weather conditions at each stadium. Weather conditions are designed to give a realistic feel to the games and enable players to take advantage of the conditions at each stadium to improve their chances of scoring. Dynamic

Team Movements All teams have their own style of play, for example, many top players will prefer to play in an attacking style, while teams who play a more defensive style may be more suited to certain stadiums or weather conditions. Dynamic Team Movement (DTM) enables the player to affect the movement of the team in match. Improved player control PES 2017 features improved player
control and reaction. Key improvements include "Assist Grab" where players can control the movement of a teammate by holding the button, which allows for quicker passing. Players can also hold the button, press the left stick and then release it to "Assist Hit" where the player's control over the player is transferred to their moveable player in the attacking third. AI improvements PES 2017

introduces several new and improved AI techniques, including "Attacking Pressure", which allows the player to continuously move the AI towards the ball by pressing a button, and "Control Pressure", which allows the player to control the movement of the AI by pressing the joystick to guide their attack. Stamina PES 2017 has a number of features designed to improve the player's stamina, including
"Agile Stamina", which enhances players' ability to sprint or counter-attack during the game. Players can also improve their stamina by eating 82157476af
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